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Abstract. This article presents the basic idea of VHMPID, an upgrade detector for the ALICE experiment at
LHC, CERN. The main goal of this detector is to extend the particle identification capabilities of ALICE to give
more insight into the evolution of the hot and dense matter created in Pb-Pb collisions. Starting from the physics
motivations and working principles the challenges and current status of development is detailed.

1 Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider at CERN (Geneva, Switzer-
land) started its physics program at the end of 2009. It
opens the possibility to carry out research in a wide range
of topics related to particle physics. One of its large ex-
periments is ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment)
[1] (Fig. 1.), that is dedicated to study Pb-Pb collisions in
order to learn more about the new state of matter charac-
terized by extreme large temperature and energy densities:
the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). This knowledge is vital
to understand the evolution of the early universe after the
Big Bang. One way to gain information about the QGP
is to measure jets and high momentum hadrons. This task
requires dedicated detectors. When the presently running
ALICE experiment was designed, the new results from the
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC, Brookhaven, USA)
were not yet known, namely that the high momentum had-
rons carry the most important information about the dense
and hot matter created in the collisions [2,3]. In order to
extend the particle identification into this region, ALICE
needs a new, specific detector, the “Very High Momentum
Particle Identification Detector” (VHMPID).

2 Physics motivation for the VHMPID

The proposed VHMPID could provide the ALICE exper-
iment with track-by-track charged hadron identity infor-
mation in the 5 GeV/c < pT < 25 GeV/c region which is
not possible with the present ALICE setup. The VHMPID
could improve the triggering and tagging of particle show-
ers indicating jet production when combined with other
ALICE detectors. This information can be used to study
jets in details including their structure (intrajet momentum
and flavor correlations [4–7]), jet fragmentation fluctua-
tions, parton energy losses and other medium modification
effects at unprecedented energies [8,9].

These studies are necessary in order to understand in
detail the process of hadronization, i.e. hadron matter for-
mation during the QCD phase transition, which is believed
to have occurred in the early universe after the Big Bang.
Through these measurements it will be possible to follow
the evolution of a deconfined quark from its inception in
the QGP to its final confinement in an identifiable hadron
that will hit the VHMPID. Long sought after experimental
verification of QCD principles, such as asymptotic free-
dom, chiral symmetry restoration and confinement will be
achievable. Results in these topics can improve our under-
standing of the evolution of the universe, the principles of
QCD and plasma physics.
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Fig. 1. The schematic view of the present ALICE experiment.
The VHMPID is likely to take place in the bottom part, around
the PHOS detector (shown in purple).

Fig. 2. Operation of the VHMPID detector

3 The working principle

The VHMPID is a Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) de-
tector. Its schematic design is shown in Fig. 2. It is de-
signed to identify charged hadrons, mostly protons, pions
and kaons. The high-momentum range is achieved by us-
ing gas (C4F10) as the Cherenkov radiator medium. The
radiated photons are reflected by a spherical mirror and fo-
cused to a ring on the photon detection part. Photon detec-
tion is achieved by photosensitive CsI cathoded multiwire
proportional chambers or Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM)
detectors [10]. These provide the information on the pho-
tons in digital form. During the reconstruction, a ring is
fitted on the circularily distributed photon hits, from which
the Cherenkov angle can be determined. From the angle,
the velocity of the particle can be calculated. Combining
the velocity with the momentum measured by the track-
ing detectors, the mass can be calculated, so the incident
particle can be identified.

Fig. 3. Absorption and efficiency losses in different parts of the
detector

4 The high-momentum trigger system

The readout time of the tracking detectors (especially the
TPC) is relatively long related to the time between succes-
sive collisions provided by the LHC: the expected central
collision rate in Pb-Pb is 800 Hz but the TPC can only
be operated at 200 Hz [11]. Furthermore, data processing
and storage constraints are preventing us from keeping all
the data from all the collisions, so we are forced to select
the interesting events worth storing. For these reasons the
VHMPID needs a dedicated high momentum trigger that
could be provided by the TRD detector or by a dedicated
sub-detector called the HighpT Trigger Detector (HPTD).
It could enhance up to a factor of 40 the recorded highpT

events and provide information for particle tracking and
impact point reconstruction. The highpT particles are de-
tected by the bending of their path in the 0.5 T magnetic
field of ALICE. Because these trajectories just slightly dif-
fer from a straight line, the HPTD needs several layers in
front of and behind the RICH module in order to detect the
bending. In Fig. 2. only the frontier layers are shown.

5 Design questions of the VHMPID

In order to achieve the highpT identification goals with
a Cherenkov detector, a gasous radiator media is used. In
favor of having a reasonable detected photon yield despite
the low index of refraction, focusing mirrors with good UV
reflective properties are used to map the photons into a ring
(in contrast to a mirrorless layout, where the image would
be a disk). The resulting image will take place in only a
limited area, so only this area is required to be photosen-
sitive. However, manufacturing such large mirrors is diffi-
cult and expensive so multiple mirrors or segmented layout
should be used. This may increase the required photosen-
sitive area and may cause rings to be splitted into parts that
are mapped to different detection regions. This imposes a
challenge to the reconstructions algorithms and may re-
duce the identification performance.

The total length of the detector is limited by the avail-
able space in ALICE. However the performance of both
the RICH module and the HPTD is highly dependent on
the length. If the length of the radiator media in the RICH
module is longer it means that the particle creates more
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Fig. 4. Simulated Cherenkov angles for different particles

Cherenkov photons on its passage. This also increases the
number of photons on the final image, where the ring is
more likely to be found by the reconstruction algorithms
and the statistical error of the resulting angle will be less.
Also, if the HPTD has more length, then the sample points
on the trajectory of the particles will more likely to re-
solve the bending of the track. So the lengths of these parts
should be optimized for maximum overall performance.

Also, the various optical media passed by the Cheren-
kov radiation must be chosen carefully: absorption can oc-
cur in the Cherenkov gas, on the mirror surface and in the
transparent window separating the radiation gas and the
methane filled photon detection part (Fig. 3.). Even if a
photon survives these, the quantum efficiency of the CsI
might prevent us from detecting it. Since both the absorp-
tion and the quantum efficiency is highly wavelength de-
pendent and the CsI is the best candidate for photon detec-
tion, the other materials should be chosen such that they
minimally absorb the photons in the detection range of CsI.
Absorption is an important issue to keep track of: on aver-
age, only a few times ten photons are expected to be de-
tected, but the reconstructed photon number is smaller be-
cause of geometrical overlaps (finite resolution of the de-
tector). After all losses, there must be at least three photon
hits to fit a ring on them.

6 Fine tuning the VHMPID with simulations

Building all the possible geometry layouts with all the avail-
able materials is impossible and expensive. These scenar-
ios are investigated by detailed computer simulations, so
that the best candidates can be selected. The ALICE exper-
iment has a unified system for these tasks: the AliROOT
framework [12]. With its help, the whole VHMPID with
all the important materials is constructed in the simula-
tion and thoroughly tested in proton-proton and heavy ion
collisions, together with all the other detectors of the ex-
periment. The whole process of the detection is modelled
and also the reconstruction of tracks and the particle iden-
tities from the measured data. Fig. 4. shows the recon-
structed Cherenkov angles for three particle species based

Fig. 5. The radiator of the prototype detector. The mirror is lo-
cated at the end of the tube.

Fig. 6. 5 GeV/c pion beam crossing the prototype during the
beam-test [13]. Place of the incident particle is visible inthe mid-
dle while the Cherenkov ring is located around it.

on results from the simulations. These reconstructed parti-
cle identities are compared to ones that crossed the detec-
tor in the simulation and thus the detector efficiency and
performance is determined. Based on these, the geometri-
cal and material parameters are tuned to find the optimal
solutions.

7 Prototype test and integration into ALICE

Theoretical calculations and simulations help to choose the
best layouts which can be built in reality to test with real
particle beams to measure any differences from the pre-
dictions. Also the reconstruction algorithms can be tested
on real data. In the fall of 2009 a successful beam test of a
prototype RICH module was carried out at CERN (Fig. 5.).
The earlier investigated [14] CsI coated MWPC type read-
out was clearly able to see the Cherenkov rings made by
the pion beam (Fig. 6.).

The latest prototype test was carried out in the fall of
2010 at CERN. For this test a RICH module with dimen-
sions 64× 40× 80 cm3 was built implementing the focus-
ing layout. It had two different photon detection sections
to test two different window materials. The RICH module
was between multiple layers of HPTD chambers. These
were used to give tracking information for locating the in-
cident particles. Analysis and data aquisition software was
developed to match the RICH ring and particle position to
the tracks determined by the HPTD. The data taken at this
test is currently being analysed.
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8 Conclusion

The ALICE experiment at LHC is in need for a new detec-
tor to identify very high momentum charged hadrons, so
that it can carry out detailed measurements on the most in-
teresting part of some new physics phenomena. This new
detector, the VHMPID is being developed by an interna-
tional collaboration consisting of scientists from CERN,
Hungary, Italy, Korea, Mexico and USA. The development
is in an advanced stage and already passed several beam
tests.
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